Task-engineered PRO-SERIES® wipers are designed
for high-quality performance in environments where
protecting people and work processes is paramount.
Did you know that, even after laundering, rental shop towels can contain lead
and other heavy metals that could put workers at risk for overexposure to
these potentially toxic contaminants?1 They can also be left with undetected
residue and foreign object debris (FOD) that could compromise product
quality and employee safety. PRO-SERIES disposable towels are a reliable
and consistent alternative to help protect your people and processes from
these avoidable uncertainties.

PRO-TOWEL® HEAVY DUTY
Our heaviest towels are manufactured
extra thick and bulky to increase
absorption and extend their useful life.
Fewer wipers per task means less waste
generated. A Two-Pak™ box of Pro-Towels
can replace a 25 pound box of rags. That
means less storage space required and a
fresh clean wipe for every application.
When it comes to performance, versatility,
reduced waste and lower cost, Pro-Towels
outperform rags every time.
Two-Pak boxes* dispense one-at-a-time,
have convenient carry handles and are
high capacity for fewer change outs.

SUPER RAG®
Solvent-resistant, durable Super Rag
towels are designed to hold up when
applying chemicals such as degreasers,
rust removers and general cleaners.
Cloth-like features make them reusable,
strong wet or dry, and highly absorbent.
Made without binders or contaminants,
Super Rag towels are virtually lint-free
and won’t leave particles behind on
critical parts and machinery.
Single-Pak pop-up boxes* are compact,
portable and dispense one-at-a-time.
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THE CHAMP®
Great for wiping away grease and oil
buildup on tools and equipment. The
Champ wipers are so absorbent they clean
up spills with just one wipe. These all-purpose wipes are soft and safe for
contact with hands and face.
Center-pull tote boxes* have sturdy carry
handles and dispense one-at-a-time.

*In addition to the items shown, a complete lineup of product colors and packaging
options are available.
1 Leslie A. Beyer, Grace Greenberg & Barbara D. Beck (2014) Evaluation of Potential Exposure to Metals in Laundered
Shop Towels, Human and Ecological Risk Assessment: An International Journal, 20:1, 111-136
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